
December 13, 2023

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
1700 G St NW
Washington, DC 20552

Director Chopra,

We are writing to request that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) promptly
issue strong, consistent enforcement criteria concerning the Telemarketing Sales Rule's (TSR)
advance fee prohibition. 

The CFPB's mission is to "make consumer financial markets work for consumers, responsible
providers, and the economy as a whole... [and] protect consumers from unfair, deceptive, or
abusive practices and take action against companies that break the law." To fulfill this mission,
it is imperative not only to provide consumers with timely information about their rights but
also to ensure rigorous enforcement aimed at deterring violations.

However, following the CFPB vs. Progrexion Marketing Inc., et al. court ruling, unscrupulous
telemarketers continue to evade the court's decision. This puts consumers at ongoing risk to
“quick fix” credit  repair  schemes that  typically  promise rapid,  unrealistic  improvements  in
one's  credit  score,  often  through  unethical  or  illegal  means.  These  predatory  practices
disproportionately affect already vulnerable consumers, worsening their  financial  and credit
situation.

The lack of clarity in the CFPB's enforcement agenda, including differing interpretations and
potential inconsistencies in rule application, can result in these bad actors falling through the
cracks.  By  intensifying  its  enforcement  efforts,  the  CFPB  can  effectively  address  these
uncertainties,  thus  safeguarding  both  consumers  and  businesses  by  holding  wrongdoers
accountable under the TSR.

Our  nation's  federal  laws  are  designed  to  be  applied  uniformly  across  all  entities  in  the
marketplace.  It  is  essential  that  the  CFPB ensures  consistent  enforcement  and supervisory
approaches, ensuring that the rules are clear for all market participants. By adopting a more
robust enforcement agenda, the CFPB can accomplish this goal and strengthen its commitment
to consumer protection and an equitable marketplace.

We strongly urge the Consumer Financial  Protection  Bureau to  expeditiously  implement  a
uniform and intensified enforcement agenda, thereby clarifying its regulatory approach with
respect to the Telemarketing Sales Rule's advance fee prohibition.  Such a step would curb
deceptive and abusive practices in the telemarking of debt relief services and underscore the
Bureau's unwavering commitment to its mission.

Sincerely,



John Hickenlooper
United States Senator

Amy Klobuchar
United States Senator


